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Have you heard of the Phantom? 
• who is also known as 
 
  The Phantom of the Opera 
  The Opera Ghost 
  The Angel of Music 
  Erik 
The Story of the Phantom of the Opera 
• Paris Opera House, late 1800s 
• Erik, the “disfigured musical genius”  
– the Angel of Music 
– love, passion, obsession, murder 
• Christine, the young chorus member 
– his inspiration, his muse 
– an ingénue, his protégé, a diva 
• Raoul, the dashing young aristocrat & patron 
– her childhood sweetheart, a suitor 
Spectacular Musical 
• Andrew Lloyd Webber, Cameron Mackintosh 
 
• Michael Crawford, Sarah Brightman 
– 1986 West End 
– 1988 Broadway 
 
• By the 25th anniversary 
– 50 international awards 
– 130 million attendees 
– $5.6 billion in revenue       according to the official ALW PO 
website 
ALW’s Franchise 
• London and NYC fixtures 
• Touring companies—UK, US, worldwide 
• Major metropolitan sites—Toronto 
• 2004 US/UK film and VHS and  DVD 
• Customized Las Vegas show 
• 2010 sequel, Love Never Dies, and 2012 DVD 
• 2011 anniversary performance and 2012 DVD 
“The Most Successful Musical of All Time” 
• memorable, haunting music 
• poignant, evocative lyrics 
• exquisite voices 
• energetic dancing 
• vibrant costumes 
• dramatic sets 
Is that all there is to it? 
• Is the Phantom still popular  
 because the musical is so hugely popular? 
 
• Or is there something more?  
  There’s something more! 
–distinct minor characters 
– tragic main characters 
–and a timeless story—but a story of what? 
The Original Novel 
• Le fantôme de l’opéra 
– serialized 1909-1910 
– published as a book in English 1911 
 
• Gaston Leroux 
– French journalist 
– mystery and horror novelist 
– opera and theater aficionado 
 
• Blend of fact, legend, imagination 
The First Wave of Adaptations 
• Between 1910 and 1985, at least… 
 
–9 films 
–2 cartoons 
–4 television movies 
–6 theatrical productions 
The Second Wave of Adaptations 
• Between 1986 and 2011, at least… 
–20 other stage shows 
–4 more films 
–2 more cartoons 
–2 radio productions 
–2 parodies or knock-offs 
–1 television mini-series 
– scores of prequels, sequels, & rewrites 
The Question Is Why? 
•Why is  
  The Phantom of the Opera  
   so very, very popular? 
It Does Cultural Work. 
• The Other 
• Class, Gender, and Race Divisions 
• Middle-Class Identity Construction 
 
– Jerrold E. Hogle, scholar extraordinaire 
 
My Thoughts 
• Complex work of literature 
 
• Open to numerous critiques 
 
• Adding to the conversation… 
My Preliminary Investigation 
• 1911 novel by Gaston Leroux 
 
• 1986 ALW stage musical libretto 
 
• 2004 ALW/Joel Schumacher film DVD 
 
• 2011 ALW anniversary production DVD 
My Initial Ideas 
• The Enduring Cultural Significance 
 
–Multiple Genres 
–Multiple Themes 
–Multiple Archetypes 
 
–What it means to be human 
My Preliminary Conclusion 
• The Phantom of the Opera  
  owes its continued popularity to being 
 
– an archetypal story 
–with archetypal characters  
–who have archetypal characteristics. 
Archetypes 
• Carl Jung, Northrop Frye, Joseph Campbell 
– psychology, anthropology, mythology, literature 
 
• a prototype; an original meant to be reproduced 
– characters, traits, thoughts, actions 
– symbols, images, patterns 
– plots, storylines 
 
• ancient, timeless 
  widespread, cross-cultural 
   familiar, recognizable 
    emotive, evocative 
Archetypal Character: Raoul 
• an ineffectual male, an admirable one 
• an inexperienced one 
 
• a childhood sweetheart 
• a long-lost friend 
• the boy next door, a romantic figure 
• a momma’s boy, a callow youth 
• a hothead, an underdog, a law-abiding-citizen 
Archetypal Character:  Christine 
• The Picture of Innocence 
• A Woman of Strength 
 
– a maiden, a lady; an ingénue 
– a muse 
– a protégé 
– a diva 
– a damsel in distress 
– a martyr 
Archetypal Character: Erik 
• a victim 
• an outcast, an outsider 
• an underdog, a scapegoat 
• a Byronic hero—a loner, an artist, a genius 
• a master of his art, a tutor, a teacher 
• a father figure 
• a creature, a monster, a thing: The Other 
• a bad boy, a seducer 
• a tragic hero 
The Archetypal Plot and Conflict 
• Love story 
 
• Love triangle 
  the happy couple and an interloper 
 
  The young woman faces choices— 
  choices between opposites. 
The Most Significant Archetype 
• The Garden of Eden 
 
   The Temptation 
 
     The Fall 
The First Three Parallels 
The Romantic Triangle 
• The Paris Opera House 
 
• Raoul and Christine 
• The Phantom 
– The Opera Ghost 
– The Red Death 
– Satan 
– Erik 
– The Angel in Hell 
 
• Christine’s Father 
– expectations, forgiveness 
The Original Triangle 
• The Garden of Eden 
 
• Adam and Eve 
• The Serpent 
– The Urbane Serpent 
– The Devil 
– Satan 
– Lucifer 
– The Fallen Angel 
 
• God, the Father 
– obedience, punishment 
Two More Parallels: 
The Temptation & The Prize 
The Prototype 
 
• The fruit from the Tree  
 of the Knowledge  
 of Good and Bad 
 
• Food 
• Beauty 
• Wisdom 
 
The Retelling 
 
• The music of the night 
 
 
 
• Music 
• Sexuality 
• Passion 
Parallels Six & Seven: 
The Consequences of Knowledge 
The Prototype 
• Awareness of Good or Bad 
• Differences 
• Sexuality 
• Self-Consciousness 
• Shame 
 
• Exile 
• Mortality 
• Humanity 
The Retelling 
• Awareness of Good and Bad 
• Differences 
• Emotions 
• Other-Consciousness 
• Conflict 
 
• Choice 
• Agency 
• Empathy 
The Enduring Significance of 
The Phantom of the Opera 
• Binary Opposites: either/or—good or bad, right or wrong 
 
• Dualities: both/and—good and bad, right and wrong 
 
• Options, Decisions, Choices, Agency 
 
• Humanity, Empathy 
 
• Consequences 
 
– The original story establishes our humanity. 
– The modern archetypal plot reaffirms our humanity. 
